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Discussion/interpretation:
When a Health Care Representative (HCR) is appointed under OAR 411-365, the Services Coordinator or Personal Agent must assure the appointment is documented.

Services Coordinators and Personal Agents no longer need to contact ODDS to obtain the appropriate forms which were previously printed on NCR (No Carbon Required) papers.

The NCR form has now been moved into a DHS form that can be printed directly from the DHS website. The form is number 0496r.
Implementation/transition instructions: Service Coordinators and Personal Agents may now access the HCR appointment form on the DHS website rather than contacting ODDS when NCR forms are needed.

There is now a signature line for the accepting HCR signature. This is a new feature of the updated form.

Training/communication plan: ODDS will discuss during the monthly transmittal call

Local/branch action required: Each Case Management Entity should discuss availability of the HRC form now on the website. Effective March 1, 2019 the NCR forms are no longer to be used. The updated form must be used for all HCR appointments.

Central office action required: Central office ODDS will communicate with all Health Care Representative trainers
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